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SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENT UPDATE 

The outcomes of COP26 are still being debated as we 
have yet to see how successful the negotiations were 
– as they say, the proof will be in the pudding. For the 
time being, experts warn of a sizeable credibility gap 
between COP26 targets and inaction. For one, Climate 
Action Tracker’s (CAT) annual global update predicts a 
global temperature increase of 2.4°C from 2030 pledges 
with projected warming from current policies even 
higher at 2.7°C.  

good morning all!
November was the month when Fed Chair decided it was a “good time to retire” 
the description of inflation as “transitory”, and we’ve included a few interesting 
charts on the topic highlighting the importance of shelter in the index (p.3) and 
the ongoing divergence between goods and service inflation (p.4). If you think 
you can understand what’s going to happen next with these two dynamics, then 
you probably have a better handle on 2022’s inflation path than either myself or 
the market. 

Elsewhere, we discuss the conundrum of a flattening yield curve (just below), 
the concept of a ‘growth trap’ (p.2) and the surprising historic price action of the 
Chinese stock market (p.2), before moving onto the potential for a ‘lost decade’ 
for the much-followed ‘60/40’ portfolio (p.3) and the challenges facing active 
managers in developed markets (p.4).

We’ve plenty to discuss on the climate front as well, including the 
commentary on the right and the somewhat jarring reality of the 
historical cumulative CO2 emissions picture (p.5).

TFTL will be taking a (possibly well-deserved?) break in 
December. So I look forward to seeing you all again at the  
end of January!
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We took the latest iteration of our renewable 
infrastructure research to the ISC, where it was 
approved for client allocations. This time, we’ve focused 
less on physical assets such as solar panels, and more 
on projects that help corporates transition to net zero.

Meetings for the our Natural Capital Preferred List have 
kicked off, as has screening for UK equity strategies.

MANAGER RESEARCH UPDATE 

With inflation picking up, one of the ‘sure-fire’ 
macro bets would usually be a steepening yield 
curve, where longer-dated rates are typically 
sensitive to inflation expectations. But the 
combination of the ongoing Covid-19 
pandemic, a skittish Federal Reserve and, of 
course, the new emergent Omicron variant 
have sent longer-dated rates spiralling lower 
and the curve flatter through the autumn. This 
has been exacerbated by a number of hedge 
funds stepping out of steepening trades, as 
highlighted in this Bloomberg article. 

DECEMBER 2021

In the UK, the Climate Change Committee (CCC) has 
called on the Government to strengthen domestic and 
international approaches to net zero. In a recent report, 
the CCC made a series of recommendations on how the 
UK can implement strengthening measures.

In other news, the FRC has published a report which 
analyses the Stewardship Code reports of the first 
signatories to the 2020 Code. It says that current 
disclosure levels are “not sufficient to satisfy the 
reporting expectation” and the FRC expects “all reports 
in 2022 to address this”. The FRC also outlined key 
areas of focus for applicants to report on in the future. 

DOWN A BIT, DOWN A BIT

mailto:Pete.Drewienkiewicz%40redington.co.uk?subject=Please%20sign%20me%20to%20up%20to%20the%20TFTL%20newsletter
https://climateactiontracker.org/press/Glasgows-one-degree-2030-credibility-gap-net-zeros-lip-service-to-climate-action/?_cldee=Y29uc3VsdGFudHNAcmVkaW5ndG9uLmNvLnVr&recipientid=contact-3849421dd632ea11a813000d3ab4de89-fb8d4c66da774ecea548f893e4295954&esid=c89c1833-fa45-ec11-8c62-000d3ab8eb69
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-10-29/a-wrong-way-bet-on-bond-yields-triggered-rokos-alphadyne-losses
https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/cop26-key-outcomes-and-next-steps-for-the-uk/?_cldee=Y29uc3VsdGFudHNAcmVkaW5ndG9uLmNvLnVr&recipientid=contact-3849421dd632ea11a813000d3ab4de89-818765e89677429cb1df9ee9eced8c77&esid=82bf7188-8f56-ec11-8f8f-0022489d4433
https://www.frc.org.uk/getattachment/42122e31-bc04-47ca-ad8c-23157e56c9a5/FRC-Effective-Stewardship-Reporting-Review_November-2021.pdf
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A really interesting look at China’s stock market over the long-run from JPM’s excellent Guide to China, 
showing the annual returns (the grey bars) and the average ‘in-year drawdown’ (the red dots). 
Extraordinarily, the average intra-year drawdown in the MSCI China has been nearly 30% since 1993, 
while the market has only delivered positive returns in 15 of the intervening 28 years, with an average 
positive return of just 6.5%. That said, there are some astonishing annual returns in there, including a 
successive 79% and 64% return through 2006 and 2007, preceding the 52% ‘08 drawdown.

This highlights several points for me:

•  Are investors being paid for the risk (in volatility terms) they’re taking in China?

•  How much of the perceived diversification benefit of China is just this consistent pattern of 
drawdowns? 

•   How much could an investor have earned from picking each and every one of those drawdowns 
(OK, that’s not a real question, but it’s an interesting thought experiment!)?

We remain positive on the China complex, not least because MSCI is on a gradual path to a full 
inclusion of China A-Shares in its indices, a journey which is likely to see the China A weight at least 
triple from its current allocation.

Some great content from GMO in their end Q2 update this year, in which 
they embark on a robust defence of value stocks. The full article is here. 
Within it, they address the narrative that value investing invariably lands 
you in value traps. Value traps are bad – stocks that end up being ‘cheap 
for a reason’; but GMO ponders whether they’re any worse than “growth 
traps”? Growth traps are companies that are priced for a level of growth 
that fails to materialise. As you can see above, growth traps have delivered 
even worse returns than value traps historically, possibly due to the 
‘cigar-butt’ effect, while the aggregate universe of companies trading on 
more than 10x price-sales has delivered just half the real return of the 
S&P500 since 1981, as the below chart illustrates. 

YEAR(S) OF THE BEAR? GROWTH TRAP AHEAD!

https://am.jpmorgan.com/content/dam/jpm-am-aem/global/en/insights/market-insights/guide-to-china.pdf
https://www.gmo.com/europe/research-library/2q-2021-gmo-quarterly-letter/
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Ostrum highlights the above chart, which illustrates the 
importance of shelter-related components of the US CPI. This 
has been of extreme interest so far this year because, while CPI 
has been rising rapidly, the components related to shelter have 
not – giving some credence to the fact that we may see further 
CPI advances in 2022, as the lagged impact of rapid house price 
inflation through 2021 feeds in.

Cool little pictorial in the BIS’s recent bulletin (see right) 
neatly illustrating the different influences impacting supply 
chains across different segments of commodities, 
intermediate goods and the delivery of finished goods, which 
have created volatile prices and delays. Many of these issues 
started as supply was disrupted by the pandemic, which were 
then exacerbated by strong demand as consumers spent 
their hoarded savings. They’ve now been further impacted as 
supply-chain participants desperately try to build in buffers to 
lean production networks – so-called bullwhip effects.

An interesting piece of research from Goldman 
Sachs (above), which shows that despite its 
widespread popularity, the extraordinary recent 
returns of the 60/40 portfolio are very much a 
cyclical experience – the late 80s through to 2000 

delivered a similar ride – but that there are multiple 
long periods where a 60/40 portfolio has broadly 
gone sideways, creating what Goldman dubs “lost 
decades” for that style of investment. Are we about 
to enter another one?

SHELTER IS COMING HONEY I LOST THE DECADE?

SUPPLY CHAIN ALGEBRA
This information has been provided 
solely for informational purposes and 
is not an offer, or solicitation of an 
offer, or a recommendation to buy or 
sell any security or instrument listed 
herein.
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Maybe I’m sad, but I find the 
divergence between alpha and 
beta outcomes across developed 
and emerging market regions 
really interesting this year. While 
the MSCI World finds itself up 
around 21% coming into 
December, the MSCI Emerging 
Markets is down for the year. Ask 
an active manager, however, and 
you would get a surprisingly 
different story. Smaller 
companies and factors are 

generally having a blow-out year 
in EM (see notably the dark blue 
‘F’ line on the top right-hand 
chart, which tracks small caps), 
while in DM (top left-hand chart), 
the only factor with a positive 
YTD return is quality, with small 
caps having lagged the market 
by more than 2%. So, despite that 
20% spread, you might find your 
EM manager is having a better 
year than their DM peers. Bizarre!

WORST OF TIMES, BEST OF TIMES

Great Bloomberg chart on the left, 
showing the dichotomy between 
goods and services inflation. One 
factor at play here is that, thanks to 
the pandemic, we’ve not been able to 
spend as much on services as we’d 
have liked; some of that cash has 
gone into goods, as has some of 
America’s record stash of cash, 
pushing goods prices higher. The 
interesting thing is that wages in the 
services sector have been rising for 
some time now, increasing the risk of 
a services price surge in 2022.
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A timely reminder from Our World in Data (via Newton) that, although China and India 
may look like the worst carbon offenders today, viewed cumulatively, the picture is 
rather different – with the US (teal), the EU (beige-brown) and non-EU Europe 
(presumably largely the UK – in orange) having accounted for more than 60% of 
cumulative CO2 emissions up to this point. This is one of the key reasons that China 
has been resisting a more rapid transition, and why both nations are expecting 
financial support from the West to de-carbonise.

270 YEARS OF CO2 MIXED FORTUNES

MORE OF OUR THOUGHTS...

This Market Communication will be provided to clients as Minor Non-Monetary Benefits and not for the 
purpose of providing unsolicited research. Nothing in this communication is intended to create any 
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sources believed to be reliable, we do not represent this is accurate or complete and we may not update 
this information. Reproduction or redistribution of this information is prohibited except with written 
permission from us. In the UK, this communication is directed to those persons who are professional 
clients and eligible counterparties (as defined by the Financial Conduct Authority) only. 
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QUANT INVESTING: THE BATTLE 
OF THE BEHEMOTHS AND THE 
AGILE

DISTRESSED DEBT: IS THE 
FEAR OF REPUTATION RISK 
WARRANTED?

THE ISSUE WITH SECTOR EQUITY 
FUNDS…
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